Starting from the relativistic dynamics of homogeneous expanding ball, a relativistic evolution equation for the closed model of the Universe is formulated which correctly takes into account a relativistic time dilation of proper times due to different expansion speeds at different epochs. The hypersurface of simultaneity of the Universe is spherically-symmetric only in the rest frame of 3-sphere's centre and, consequently, the evolution is described in world time t of this frame of reference. This relativistic evolution equation coincided with Einstein's equation for a 3-sphere expanding in 4-space (without dark energy) and has a simple exact solution. There is a relativistic redshift leading to new relation of redshift with the scale factor which then gives new "luminosity-redshift" relation well describing the data for Type 1а supernovae at admissible parameters. By using the initial data -present radius and expansion speed -other properties and evolution of the Universe are predicted. The model predicts that the observing baryon density is one third of total matter density and remaining two third is dark matter density. The accounting of stasis effects slightly changes the parameters only. PACS: 04.20.Cv, 98.80.Jk 95.30.Sf, 97.60.Lf, 98.35.Jk, 
Introduction
In relativistic cosmology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , based on the cosmological principle and energy conservation for matter, the Big Bang -an initial dense and hot state of the Universe -is directly compatible by a closed model only. Flat and open models, supposing actually infinite space, in fact, lead to direct or hidden contradictions and require new hypotheses and boundary conditions. Last decades the data on redshifts z and luminosities of Type 1а supernovae, taken as a «standard candle», have shown that objects with increasing z become dimmer, than follows from the standard Friedmann models [6, 7] . The "explanationd" of this dimming by hypotheses about flatness and a dark energy accelerating the expansion, also are based on the Friedmann models and introduce to them unknown form of energy only.
However, already the stasis effects for frequency and luminosity of photons at crossing the galaxy clusters [8] show that there may be more complicated relation of z with the scale factor due to unaccounted in the model relativistic effects.
In other side, incompleteness of the Friedmann models shows also the fact that the evolution equation in them follows from the nonrelativistic dynamics of a ball of enough small radius, extrapolated to entire Universe [5] (see Appendix). But for a ball of enough large radius the expansion velocity of its surface becomes so high that relativistic effects should essentially modify the evolution equation. For this reason, only a relativistic evolution equation of the ball can be extrapolated to the whole Universe. The aims of the present paper are finding such equation and studying its consequences for cosmology.
In the paper it is shown that such consecutive version of the closed model (without dark energy), more accurately accounting the relativistic effects and 3-sphere's geometry, leads to new "luminosity-redshift" relation well describing the observations. The model predicts new values for total matter density, also coinciding with observations.
In Sections 1-3 the basic relations of the new model are presented and comparison with observations is performed, in Section 4 the stasis effects corrections are considered. In Appendix main relations of the former closed model are presented too.
Relativistic dynamics of a ball and new closed model
The standard version of the closed model, shortly described in Appendix, follows from the nonrelativistic dynamics of an expanding ball [5] based on a set of approximations. At description of ball's evolution without restriction of its size, and especially for the whole Universe, the approximation of weak gravitation remains valid, but the nonrelativistic approximation becomes already inadmissible.
Formally the expanding 3-sphere differs from an expanding 2-sphere only by replacing of an angular linear element on 2-sphere 2 (2) d by an angular linear element on 3-sphere 2 (3) d . The radial evolution, mainly interesting for us, should be almost similar in both cases and thus, at first, we will consider more clear case of 2-sphere. If one turns to one of comoving to 2-sphere local-inertial frames, all such local frames in other points of the sphere will move w.r.t. it with different velocities. Thus, due to relativistic contraction, in the comoving to this point inertial frame 2-sphere transforms to ellipsoid. Therefore, in fact 2-sphere is spherically-symmetric only in the rest frame of it's centre, where a linear element on its surface, expanding with velocity / v dr dt  , takes the form:
( ) (2) Then, the linear element on 3-sphere becomes similar to (1):
By substituting (2) into (55), we come to the evolution equation for the Universe: 
New relativistic redshift in cosmology
In the present paper consequences of the relativistic dilation of proper time due to expansion velocity of 3-sphere and difference of this velocity at different epochs will be considered more consecutively. This time dilation, taking into account (2) and (4), is given by the expressions:
From (5) and the equations for photon's trajectory: 
At emitting and receiving of radiation in a resting 3-sphere it would be re tt   . But, since in the expanding 3-sphere distance between two points is stretching and thus a world time period of wave, i.e. an interval between wave crests, also is stretching proportional to the scale factor:
Notice, that now re    due to the relativistic stretching of wavelengths. From Eqs. (7)- (8) we obtain new formulas relating redshift with scale factor: 
At emitting of photons (in transverse direction to velocity) on 2-sphere at radius 
Thus, the relativistic aberration reduces apparent luminosity l, which is expressed by multiplication to the additional factor 
from which we come to the expression for the distance modulus:
By substituting (58) and (9) into (15), we obtain new formula for the distance modulus: Notice, that due to a changing of distances up to sources with redshift z w.r.t. former models in flat space, the results of observations should be corrected with the account of additional absorption and scattering.
Corrections of the stasis effects to z and luminosity of radiation at passing of galaxy clusters due to switching out from the cosmological expansion flow [8] are even more essential and they will be considered in Section 4. 
Structure and parameters of the universe in the new model
and proper time of comoving to 3-sphere observer: Table 1 .
The model predicts also series of effects related by geometry of 3-sphere, kinematics with relativistic effects, and by combination of these circumstances. The geometrical effects of the spherical world reveal as universal properties of objects not depending from their nature. As it has been already noted in [8] , for more exact calculation of the stasis effects the corrections to data should be studied for each observing object individually, taking into account influence of each galaxy cluster crossed by photons.
Conclusion
The presented in paper new version of the model of the closed Universe, as based on standard GR without adding to it any hypothesis, is a realistic basis for relativistic cosmology. Though starting points of the model are natural and simple, the results appear as unexpectedly successful.
At first, the closed model is theoretically most preferable case as naturally coinciding by the cosmological principle in 3-space and the fact of Big Bang. Secondly, at accounting of the relativistic effects the model becomes not only more consecutive, simple and exactly solvable, but describes the existing observational data without dark energy.
Thirdly, the observational discovery of additional redshift is related not by acceleration and dark energy, but by a direct appearance of the relativistic dilation of proper times at cosmological expansion.
Thus, there are significant theoretical and observational bases to consider the universe as the 3-sphere expansion of which is decelerating.
The interpretation of this phenomenon as possible first observational revealing of the extra dimension will be developed in the next paper [15] .
